Abstract
identification in cantilever beams, wherein these features are extremely similar in configurations. Radzieński et al. [14] proposed a new method for structural damage detection based on experimentally obtained modal parameters. The new method is suitable for detection of fatigue damage occurring in an aluminum cantilever beam. Lakshmanana et al. [15] proposes a methodology for damage identification from measured natural frequencies of a contiguously damaged reinforced concrete axial rod and beam, idealized with distributed damage model. Zhua et al. [16] proposed an effective method for damage detection in shear buildings using the change (s) in the first mode shape slopes. Also, Kourehli et al. [17] presented a damage detection and estimation method in structures using incomplete static responses and pattern search algorithm. The performance of the proposed method is evaluated using three numerical examples.
In this study, three methods are introduced to detect and estimate damage in structures using modal data and static displacements of a damaged structure. The damage detection is carried out through applying simulated annealing method to minimize objective function. Simulated annealing is a probabilistic method proposed by Kirkpatrick et al. [18] and Cerny [19] for finding the global minimum of a cost function that may possess several local minima. It works by emulating the physical process whereby a solid is slowly cooled so that when eventually its structure is "frozen" this happens at a minimum energy configuration [20] . The simulated annealing method has been widely used in different fields of engineering as a robust and promising method [21] [22] [23] . The presented method for damage identification has been applied to two numerical examples, namely a three-story plane frame and cantilever plate. In addition, the benchmark problem provided by the IASC-ASCE Task Group on Structural Health Monitoring [24] is used for demonstration of efficiency of the presented approaches. Moreover, the performance of the proposed method using modal data has been evaluated through comparison the obtained results with energy index method presented by Sharifi and Banan [25] .
Problem formulation
In this section, three methods are proposed for structural damage detection and estimation. The first method uses the mode shapes and frequencies to formulate a dynamic residue vector as an objective function. The second method uses the difference between the measured displacements and the corresponding computed displacements. Then, in the third method, objective function is formulated using static residue force vector. Finally, the simulated annealing optimization algorithm for minimizing the objective functions is presented.
First objective function
The modal characteristics of a structure without damage are described by the equations:
where, K and M are stiffness and mass matrices, respectively; ω i is the natural frequency corresponding to mode shape Φ i ; and m is the number of structural mode shapes. The damage can be quantified through a scalar variable d whose values are between 0 for the undamaged member of structure and 1 for a rupture member. The damage can be described by a decrease in the stiffness of the element: , which is the damaged element stiffness matrix in the global coordinate system, using the transformation matrix T , by: 
where, n is the total number of elements in structure. Thus, Eq. (1) for a damaged structure can be written as follows:
where, ω i d is the natural frequency corresponding to mode shape Φ i d for damaged structure. Applying the mode shapes and natural frequencies of damaged structure to Eq. (5) leads to form the inverse problem of determining the damage severity parameter. The definition of a local damage severity parameter d in the finite element model allows estimating damage quantity and location together since damage identification is then carried out at the element level. The problem can be formulated as optimization problem of objective function while using some transforms as a direct inversion to obtain solution is impossible most of the time.
Localizing and quantifying damage is often considered as a difficult and complex problem, requiring a sophisticated
optimization procedure. In typical optimization problem, there may be lots of locally optimal layout; therefore, a downhill-proceeding algorithm in which steady declining value of objective function is created in iterations, may be stuck into a locally optimal point instead of providing global optimal solution. For this reason, global search algorithms like the simulated annealing method are adopted by the authors in order to characterize damage. Simulated annealing is a popular technique due to its ability to 'escape' from local minima; it is able to move to areas of less desirable solutions than that which it currently explores, so that it can eventually locate the global optimum [26] . A particular attraction of simulated annealing is the existence of the proof of Geman et al. [27] that guarantees convergence to the global minimum provided that the annealing rate is sufficiently slow.
The simulated annealing method attempts to find the best solution to a given problem by minimizing an objective function. In any optimization process, existence of objective function is indispensable part of problem.
The general statement for the objective function is:
In the event of substituting the measured modal parameters of the damaged structure in Eq. (5), a dynamic residue vector can be defined over each measured mode as follows:
, ,..., Therefore, the problem of damage detection can be formulated as an optimization problem. So, the first objective function can be formulated as follows:
where, p is the number of DOFs of the structure.
Two last objective functions
The static equilibrium equation of a structure in a displacement based finite element frame work can be expressed as follows:
where, F and x are the force and displacement vectors; respectively. From Eq. (9), the static equilibrium equation of damaged structure can be obtained as:
where, superscript d is noted the damage state. Based on Eq. (10), the measured displacement of damaged structure can be obtained as:
The second objective function is defined in terms of output errors between computed and measured displacements as follow:
where,
are the measured and theoretically computed displacement of the ith node of damaged structure; respectively, and β is a weighting factor. Also, the third objective function f 3 formulates as a static residue force vector as follow:
where, ║║ represents the Euclidean length and γ is a weighting factor. The weighting factors are introduced to produce a more appropriate value of the objective functions.
Optimization using simulated annealing algorithm
Simulated annealing is the simulation of annealing of a physical many particle system for finding the global optimum solutions of a large combinatorial optimization problem [28] . It uses a temperature parameter that controls the search. At each step the temperature is slowly "cooled" or lowered and a new point is generated using annealing function. At each step, new points distance from the current point is proportional to the temperature. If the energy (cost) of this new point is lower than that of the old point, the new point is accepted. If the new energy is higher, the point is accepted probabilistically, with probability dependent on a "temperature" parameter. This unintuitive step sometime helps identify a new search region in hope of finding a better minimum. In this paper, fast annealing function that takes random steps with size proportional to temperature and exponential temperature update are used.
The proposed algorithm uses the exponential temperature update for temperature, T in annealing-time k:
where T 0 is initial temperature. Also, Reannealing is performed after a certain number of points (Reanneal Interval) are accepted. Reannealing raises the temperature in each dimension, depending on sensitivity information and the search is resumed with the new temperature values [29] .
• The Simulated annealing optimization algorithm stops when any of following situations occurs [29] : • The number of iteration or evaluation of objective function reaches the max value.
• Alteration in the improvement of objective function is less than the function tolerance.
• The time algorithm runs reaches the max value. Figure 1 shows the flowchart of the proposed method for estimation and localization of the damage via simulated annealing method.
Validation of the proposed methods
To evaluate the feasibility of the proposed methods, they were applied to the three numerical examples such as a threestory plane frame, cantilever plate and finally the first phase of IASC-ASCE benchmark structure.
Three story plane frame
A three-story plane steel frame as illustrated in Fig. 2 with finite element model consists of nine elements (six columns and three beams) and six free nodes are considered. The numerical studies are carried out within the MATLAB environment, which is used for the solution of finite element problems.
For the considered steel frame, the material properties of the steel include Young's modulus of E=200 GPa, mass density of ρ=7850 kg/m 3 . The mass per unit length, moment of inertia, and cross-sectional area of the columns are: In the finite-element model, the damage is represented as the elements with reduction in stiffness. In order to quantify damage detection methods, three different patterns from the Fig. 1 Flowchart of the damage detection method using the simulated annealing method aspect of number and damage severity were employed. In this numerical example, the three following damage patterns have been considered as:
1. The damage severity of element 3 is 0.25. 2. The damage severity of elements 2 and 3 are 0.2 and 0.25, respectively. 3. The damage severity of elements 2, 3 and 8 are 0.2, 0.25 and 0.3, respectively.
Fig. 2 The three-story plane frame with the finite element model
Considering the low values of the applied loads on the structure, so the formed objective functions will be small. Therefore, it has been tried to prevent diverging of the proposed algorithm by defining two magnifier weighting factors β and γ that are large enough and magnifying the objective function. So, the values of the weighing factors β and γ are defined 1030 and 1020, respectively. Also, the simulated annealing method input parameters adopted for the following analyses are summarized in Table 1 . To be more suited with the real dynamic cases, another examination has been performed in which the natural frequencies with 2 % noise are utilized to damage identification considering the same patterns mentioned before. To perform this, some random noise has been added to the theoretically calculated natural frequencies. The frequency contaminated with noise can be obtained from the frequency without noise using the following equation: Damage in the three-story plane frame can be determined using the proposed methods. Using modal parameters include two and four mode shapes and natural frequencies of damaged frame with and without noise, the proposed method was applied to detect and quantify the damage in the considered frame. Figure 3 illustrates that the proposed method is robust and promising in detecting and quantifying various damage patterns with 2% noise. In addition, the obtained results based on the last two objective functions are shown in Fig. 4 . It can be seen that the damage severity and locations can be obtained for three different scenarios considered. Finally, the modeling errors in the analytical model have been studied. It is assumed that the actual tested frame has perturbations of stiffness of 3 % and 4 % at elements 3 and 7; respectively, and perturbations of mass of 5 % and 4 % at elements 2 and 9; respectively. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed method in detecting and quantifying of various damage patterns considering the modeling errors.
Cantilever plate
A cantilever plate as illustrated in Fig. 7 with finite element model consists of 18 elements and 42 nodes are considered. The thickness of considered plate is t=0.15m and the material properties include Young's modulus of E=20 GPa, mass density of ρ=2400 kg/m 3 and Poisson's ratio of μ=0.2. Also, in the static base methods, concentrated load P=100 N at the end of cantilever plate has been used.
The two damage patterns for this case are: 1. The damage severity of elements 3, 11 and 13 are 0.1, 0.15 and 0.2, respectively. 2. The damage severity of elements 2, 9 and 17 are 0.1, 0.1 and 0.15, respectively. Figure 8 shows the results of damage identification in the cantilever plate using only one and three mode shapes and frequencies for two damage patterns using the proposed method based on the simulated annealing method, which was described before. Also, Fig. 9 shows the obtained results using the last two objective functions. The obtained results indicate that the proposed methods are robust and effective methods in detecting and quantifying various damage patterns in plate structures.
Also, the modeling errors in the analytical model have been investigated. It is assumed that the actual tested frame has perturbations of stiffness of 2 % and 4 % at elements 1 and 8; respectively, and perturbations of mass of 5 % and 3 % at elements 6 and 7; respectively. Figures 10 and 11 show the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed method considering the modeling errors.
IASC-ASCE benchmark structure
The benchmark structure is a four-story steel frame, two-bay by two-bay and quarter-scale model structure constructed in the Earthquake Engineering Research Laboratory at the University of British Colombia. Geometry of the benchmark structure is shown in Fig. 12 . Details of the first phase of IASC-ASCE benchmark problem was presented by Johnson et al. [24] . The proposed method is applied to case 1 of this phase benchmark problem, and the finite element model of the 12 DOF shear building model is used. In this case, the five following damage patterns have been considered:
1. All of the braces of the first story are broken 2. All of the braces of the first and third stories are broken 3. One brace of the first story is broken 4. One brace at the first and third stories is broken 5. 1/3 of area of one brace at the first story is cut For each damage pattern, the mass and horizontal story stiffnesses are illustrated in Table 2 .
Damage in the structures can be determined using the proposed method based on modal data which employ the simulated annealing algorithm. The number of modal data used for damage detection is three for the first and second damage pattern and is twelve for other patterns. The obtained results of the application of the proposed method using modal data to the benchmark structure are cited in Table 3 . The structural damage was detected and estimated within different level of damage. The results revealed that there is a good agreement between the actual and estimated damage of the benchmark structure. Geometry of the benchmark structure [24] Furthermore, Table 4 provides comparison between the obtained results from the presented method in this paper and energy index method proposed by Sharifi and Banan [25] . As it is shown, the damages obtained by the proposed model are closer to actual damages compared to the energy index method.
Conclusions
This study presented three methods for detection and identification of structural damage based on the modal data and static responses of damaged structure using simulated annealing algorithm. In the first method, objective function is formulated via mode shapes and frequencies, while the last two methods use static responses. The proposed methods employ simulated annealing to determine the damage by optimizing different objective functions.
To validate the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed method a study on the damage detection was conducted with noisy modal data. Also, the effect of the modeling errors in the finite element model and the actual tested system has been investigated. The obtained results indicated that the proposed method is a strong and viable method to the problem of detection and estimation of damage in the structures.
